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July 28, 1971

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR: BRUCE KEHRLE
FROM: L. HIGBY
SUBJECT: Eisenhower Silver Dollars

Bob has asked for twelve of the Eisenhower silver dollars -- the new ones. Will you make sure some of them are delivered. They should be the $10.00 silver dollars.

LH: kb
July 27, 1971

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:          GORDON STRACHAN
FROM:                    L. HIGBY

Any report back from McWhorter on things uncovered out at the RNC get-together in Denver?
July 26, 1971

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR: GORDON STRACHAN
FROM: L. HIGBY
SUBJECT: Action Item

Bob asked that we find out by the end of today who was talking to Neirs over at the Committee.

LH: kb
July 5, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR: GORDON STRACHAN
FROM: LARRY HIGBY

I assume that as follow-up to our meeting with Haldeman you will be preparing a poll summary for the A.G. In addition as Bob noted let's make sure we keep Mitchell clued in on Dent.

You'll also follow-up as I understand it with Kalmbach and Sloan in making sure that our fund is set up for $800,000.

In addition you will tell Colson that he is to stay completely out of the Teamsters thing. The A.G. will handle this. He is on top of it and aware of what is happening.

LH: dg